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Volver
(2018, Konstfack, Stockholm)

“To return as the title means has in this case several 
connotations. As a recurring pattern the work for Pontus 
final semester at his MFA at Konstfack, the spring show is a sum of 
what has been made during the course of the almost two years study, 
specifically re-made for the exhibition. At the same time as a departu-
re were Pontus work as a choreographer and dancer has been put on hold 
for more object and installation work. 
Choreography as a tool thus become an organisation of 
bodies, gaze and objects where the spectator is part of the work. The 
choreography proposes the body as a sensible and 
responsive being were the context (Konstfack) is utterly 
material and performative. Included in the installation is 
Pontus practice-piece Objects on the Wall, conversation cards, two 
fountains, one with large size white board chewing gums. 
Objects on the Wall (2016), as practice, as a very 
typical thing, Pontus  takes what is close. As the Swedish housemaid, 
author and chef Kajsa Warg has put it - “you take what you have”. Li-
ving a nomadic life, collecting things, 
close to hordering Pontus has find many ways of making use of that is 
to find. Objects on the Wall is no exception. As close to ready made as 
it gets, still the objects found at the 
temporary context/space (Konstfack) Pontus tweeks the historic turn to 
resemble a kind of wallpaper - making patterns. Being busy with objects 
for many years in his choreographic work the meditation that occurs 
when constructed in this way Pontus 
wishes to find another way to listen/see/experience these 
objects and what they might stand for. 

“For me the objects are choreographic - tools for movement, you can 
hold them, see them, touch them, depending on proximity and context 
they perform differently, it is through choreographing the circumstan-
ces and interaction that ones movement also alters the meaning.“







Through my mothers hands

(2018, Konstfack, Stockholm)

Using nail polish and old Dia-frames to paint on, Pontus 

Pettersson creates isolated moments in his practice. Coming 

from contemporary dance into visual art. This project plays 

with painting to find bridges to new spaces. Nail polish 

being personally linked to his mother and many times present 

in his performances, nail polish as object, sign and modus. 

Nail polish being used and its possible usage - as material 

and immaterial - the brew of care, painting, chance, 

experimentation, nostalgia and tranquillity keeps on 

appearing in this long term project. Simultaneously as 

working on different projects the ongoing research and 

inquiry remains. How does the body, thinking and desires 

change depending on context/temporality? How does the 

actions put in motion unfold the hospitality of that 

space? As choreography goes; a numerous of treads are at 

work at the same time, whether they are performed by objects 

or bodies. 













Bodies of water
(2018, Tensta konsthall, Stockholm)

Bodies of Water is a choreographic installation 
and performance. In the piece the performers are 
continuously doing Pontus Petterssons water 
practice while following a scripted returning/
circular score. The choreography departs from 
British curator Hannah zafiropouloz invitation to 
react on the writing in Russian Marxist and 
activist Alexandra Kollentai. From kollentais 
writing on love Pontus and Hannah arrived at 
Aistrida Neimanis text Hydrofeminism; Or, becoming 
a body of water where as Pontus started working on 
a practice and choreography that could 
develop these texts in a performative way. The re-
sult became a practice that tries to embody/
become water, on a molecular level at the same 
time through language and relational tactics: 

What if the water in me is the same water in you?

The performance is a 3 hour long choreography set 
in Spanish artist Dora Garcias new exhibition Red 
Love at Tensta konstall. With a mix of dancers and 
non dancers the bodies seems to merge, almost like 
magnets they move in masses and individually. A 
particular dance emrges, looking like dance, still 
something is lost, or something new is happening 
in the dance.  





Writing Wounds to Heal 

(2015, Weld, Stockholm)

Writing Wounds to Heal is a collection of poems printed on 

clothes made out of velvet silk and a stencil/jewellery col-

lection made of plexi mirrors. The collection is shown in the 

chore-curational project The Poeticians. The poems are printed 

in a burnout technique (Devoré) so that the poems become vi-

sible through the fabric revealing parts of the body through the 

poems. The font used in this poetic project is Pontus own, cal-

led Pancor; a calligraphic practice then turned digital, Pancor 

is a font, understood and used as a tool to enable other and new 

poetry.  Through the possible inscribed meaning of the shap-

es Pancor can be seen as a hieroglyphic attempt and a queering 

of meaning through writing, a digitalised universe as signature 

and poetics. With the architectural and semiotic qualities Pan-

cor has also been used in a numerous of ways, becoming objects, 

sculptures and even walls. Writing Wounds to Heal also realises 

itself through the documentary part of the projects where Pon-

tus works with different photographer inviting another layer of 

poetics inside of the project. So far Pontus has worked with 

Swedish photographer Märta Thisner and Dominican photographer/

dancer Luis Alberto Rodriguez. 







Gate 1

Artistic statement

Pontus Pettersson (1983) is a Swedish artist and choreographer 
based in Stockholm. His work is carried by a love for dancing 
with a particular interest in made and found objects that cre-
ate choreographies in between subject and object, spectator and 
performer, where hospitality and temporality can be seen as two 
major principals, as well as more open fields of study such as 
poetry and water. Applying choreography into everything he does, 
his work goes from installations, objects, practices and dancing, 
from fortune telling, cat practicing, writing poetry to dancing. 
In one way he belongs to the younger generation of makers where 
choreography is seen as an expanded field within today’s cont-
emporary dance, at the same time his take on dance and choreo-
graphy is hard to pin down. With ease he moves through genres 
and expressions, practice and theory, Whether he is dancing for 
choreographer like Deborah Hay or Mette Ingvartsen or when given 
fortunes from his prevalent piece The Fortune Teller, he keeps 
his integrity, personal or artistic he lives by/through the art 
he makes. Pontus took his dance training at the Danish national 
school of contemporary dance graduating in 2007, after some years 
of working as a dancer and with his own work, he decided to em-
bark on an master in choreography at the university of dance and 
circus graduating in 2014, at the same time he was also a project 
student at the Royal Arts Academy in Stockholm.  He has now fi-
nished his second Masters in fine arts at Konstfack. Pontus has 
throughout his carrier worked on situations where inviting other 
artist has been a crucial aspect of understanding his work in a 
greater whole. Projects The Poeticians and My Wild Flag, hospi-
tality being one of his main conceptual concerns, seen as a cho-
reographic principal for dance to emerge. As Pontus work have 
been circulating around objects, installations and performance. 
a wish to unfold the inquires of his work and by actively chan-
ging his context the work continuously  performs differently. A 
signifying move, that speaks of his devotion for art making as a 
practice. One could see it as the practice of making space and 
the tactile craftsmanship of a dancer, a listening and groove in 
both readings of the word. The body as a tool to embody different 
states and desires as well as being the machinery of different 
software/practices to be uploaded, by empathic approximation the 
body becomes what it is near. 

 


